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Sales talent: the
final profit frontier
– part 2
 Nick de Cent

Managing sales talent effectively through
robust hiring and development processes is
only half the story; we need to align these daily
processes with company strategy… and we
should be developing sales talent far earlier.

H

iring and developing salespeople is costly – there is
absolutely no doubt about that. According to a recent
blog by Chally Group , while a low level of turnover
may have a beneficial refresh effect, high levels of
churn are negative, “costing the organization considerable time
and money to hire and train new personnel”.
In the Unites States, Chally estimates the direct
replacement costs for a telesales employee to be in the range
$75,000-$90,000, while top sales positions can cost a company
as much as $300,000. In addition, many sales positions are
specifically compensated for sales results, which means that a
company pays an opportunity cost (in terms of lost sales and
lost customers) while the replacement is being trained.
This problem is compounded because, for sales positions,
there is no easily identified resource pool. “Statistically, more
than 50% of college graduates in the United States, regardless
of their major, are likely to become salespeople. However, of the
over 4,000 colleges in this country, only a few dozen have sales
programmes or offer sales courses,” Chally reports.

Cost of strategy execution
Writing in Harvard Business Review in January this year,2 Frank
V Cespedes and Christopher Wallace echo the point: US
companies spend over $900 billion on their sales forces – three
times more than they spend on all ad media. “Sales is, by far,
the most expensive part of strategy execution for most firms.”
Yet, on average, companies deliver only 50-60% of the
financial performance that their strategies and sales forecasts
have promised; more than half of executives (56%) say that their
biggest challenge is ensuring that their daily decisions about
strategy and resource allocation are in alignment with their
companies’ strategies.
So, not only is hiring, developing and managing
salespeople a costly exercise, getting it wrong can be a very
expensive mistake. The gaps between the perceptions, attitudes
and information flows between executives and sales reps are
part of the problem. Cespedes and Wallace contend that hiring
the right candidates plays into this, “especially as new buying
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processes, driven by online technologies, reshape selling tasks”.
The authors declare: “If information isn’t flowing between
senior execs and front-line customer-contact people, leaders
won’t be able to keep up with the new skills and sales tasks they
should be hiring for.”
Hiring, training and role alignment are crucial activities
in terms of sales and company performance, yet “if any or all
of these steps are taken without improving the sales team’s
understanding of the company’s business objectives, the
result is a ‘competency trap’: the sales force gets better at their
routines, but these same routines keep the firm, and its top
team, from gaining experience with procedures more relevant to
changing market conditions.”

Profound effect
Andrew Dugdale, president of specialist sales talent assessment
firm SalesAssessment.com, argues that sales talent is the “final
profit frontier” because of the profound effect that alignment
of sales talent management with business strategy exerts on
overall financial performance. He tells the Journal: “It has been
known since McKinsey published their finding in 2000 that
high-performing sales talent delivers 67% more revenue each
and every year than just average salespeople.”
He suggests:
• “Significantly higher revenue for the same or marginally
more cost affects every key business indicator – up goes
EBITDA; up goes NPV; up goes shareholder value.
• “Given that salespeople are the ‘wealth generators’, any
reliable revenue uplift with only a marginal cost uplift is
transformational – now think 67%!”
• “It is also now worth thinking about what ‘below-average’
salespeople are costing your business!”
Dugdale contends that the problem is one of
understanding the issues. “There are very few people who
understand sales effectiveness because it is a complex,
multidisciplinary process – and one that generally is not well
understood.”
He recommends effective sales force segmentation as one
way of addressing the problem: do you have the right people,
doing the right sales roles, addressing the right customers and
segments?
“Hire the right people for the job that your customers
expect your salespeople to perform, and ensure that your sales
force is correctly aligned against your customer segments.
Then train your salespeople specifically in their unique
areas of weakness (where the weakness is shown to have a

revenue impact). This knowledge is gained from using robust
assessment and analytics offerings,” he concludes.

Sales as a great career
Widening out the discussion, Professor Nick Lee of Warwick
Business School questions whether there really need be a sales
talent shortage in future.
“Perhaps it’s a question of perspective. If we’re thinking
there are hundreds and thousands of naturally gifted
salespeople out there – and if only we could attract them
into sales, or our firm – then we’re barking up the wrong tree.
However, if you think there’s a lot of potential out there, and the
task is to create a great career that is attractive to people, and
then develop them over time into successful salespeople, then
you’re on the right track.”
Crucially, this depends on improving the perception of
sales as an attractive business career. With 82% of all marketing
majors and 66% of all business college students headed for a
sales-related job in the US, according to a Chally study, there
is no question about the demand for sales talent. Yet, even
in the United States, there remains a sales talent shortage;
meanwhile, the United Kingdom and most other countries are
far behind the US in terms of the number of college courses
available to future salespeople.

Missed opportunity
This is potentially a missed opportunity for industry. The USbased Sales Education Foundation quotes a survey of sales
managers suggesting that sales programme graduates ramp
up 50% faster than their non-sales-educated peers; they also
experience 30% lower turnover.
“Sales graduates are prepared for their roles through
highly-specialized education and cutting-edge opportunities,”
the foundation says. “Sales programme graduates require less
training than their non-sales-educated peers. The result is an
average savings of +$180,000.00 per hire for their recruiting
company.”
“We have to get better at training and development earlier

on,” Professor Lee emphasizes. “For example, why are there so
few sales courses in business schools in the UK? Students at
undergraduate level hardly ever encounter the idea of sales, let
alone a course in it.
“What about schools? Can sales skills be taught as part
of the curriculum there? Are internships and apprenticeships
viable options? It seems to me that we’re missing a lot of
opportunities to get sales into these conversations, at a time
when the country is crying out for it.”

Political issue
Dr Beth Rogers of Portsmouth Business School adds: “Most
politicians and civil servants do not understanding selling
(especially B2B selling) and why it is important to UK Plc.
That means that there is a very limited education pipeline to
help young people to value sales as a career and to help them
into it, and very little public money for retraining adults into
sales or supporting sales up-skilling in critical areas, such as
international selling. Either companies need to be lobbying
more effectively, or we need a US-style approach to education,
where companies invest in their local colleges and universities
to provide a pipeline of sales-ready graduates.”

Apprenticeships
Moves are now afoot, however. In September 2016, the
Association of Professional Sales announced that the UK’s
Department for Education had approved its bid to design
a degree-level apprenticeship for B2B sales managers. The
standard itself is expected to be unveiled in the near future.
Ian Helps, APS director of sales professionalism, told the
Journal. “It represents a fantastic opportunity to put together a
programme to attract people either to begin a career in sales, or
to develop their existing sales career further.”
Part of a wider series of apprenticeship initiatives being
developed across multiple business disciplines and sectors,
the new sales apprenticeship standard will be the first to be
developed within B2B sales in the UK. Degree-level, or Level 6,
apprenticeships bring together the best of higher, professional
and technical education via work-based learning and offer
significant advantages for employers as well as employees,
enabling them to attract and retain talent.
1

Sales is, by far, the most expensive
part of strategy execution
for most firms
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“Causes and Cost of Unwanted Turnover”,
http://chally.com/causes-and-cost-of-unwanted-turnover/. .
Frank V Cespedes and Christopher Wallace, “Executives and Salespeople Are Misaligned and the Effects Are Costly”, Harvard Business Review, January 2017,
https://hbr.org/2017/01/executives-and-salespeople-are-misaligned-and-the-effects-arecostly.
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SALES TALENT
THE FINAL PROFIT FRONTIER

The ’sales secret‘
used by major corporates
around the world
 Chris Blundell: Significant transformation in the telecoms sector.  Nick de Cent

Salespeople are the wealth
generators for your business.
And high-performers deliver
significantly more revenue than
the average salesperson.*
Yet, 50% of salespeople are below
average. What are they costing
you In terms of lost opportunity
and reputational damage?
Key to any successful sales
transformation is the ability
to identify

potential high performers. Plus
the facility to recognize those
individuals who will always deliver
below-average performance.

It enables you to confidently hire
and develop those people with
the potential to be more than
just average.

SalesAssessment.com’s highly
accurate online assessment
tool is the key to managing
your sales talent effectively. It
provides granular insight into the
performance potential of every
member of your team – as well
as prospective new hires – across
a range of sales roles.

Sales performance is not just
about revenue. Effective sales
talent management drives up
EBITDA, NPV, and shareholder
value.
If now’s the right time to
transform the performance
potential of your sales
organization, please call us
on +44 (0)207 078 8818.

For further information visit

www.salesassessment.com/final-profit-frontier

Collaborating
to change
 Nick de Cent

Some 18 months ago, BT
Global Services set out on a
major programme of sales and
marketing transformation. We
talk to Chris Blundell about the
story so far.

T

here was a time when Chris
Blundell spent his time driving from
customer to customer in a yellow
van – back in the day Blundell was
a telecom engineer. Now, however, his role
is dramatically different: as Vice President
Global Accounts and Sales Transformation,
BT Global Services, he works for one of
the largest BT business divisions with a

* Part of McKinsey’s War for Talent study, a survey of 410 corporate officers found sales high
performers to be responsible for 67% more revenue than average performers.
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